
 

An Intra- College Poster Making Competition was organized by NSS , NCC and RED- RIBBON CLUB on 13-

08-2021 to commemorate to Azadi Ka Amrut Mahaotsav .  The competition began with welcome 

address by  Dr. M.S Pathania, esteemed Principal, Govt. Degree College, Kathua. He congratulated and 

appreciated the efforts of Dr Arun Dev Singh program officer , NSS ,Red-Ribbon Club and Dr Vaishno 

Devi ANO NCC for organizing such activity in the college. He added that at present youth are not much 

aware about the importance of azadi which we got after a long struggle due to the supreme sacrifice of 

our freedom fighter . It is the high time to curb this situation and enlighten the youth by giving them 

right platform where they can organize such activity to remember their sacrifice laid down by real 

freedom heroes . He emphasized that the volunteers and cadets  of college must  organize awareness 

programmes  on  the theme of Azadi , AIDS, DE-ADDICTION, BLOOD-DONATION and HYGIENE in college 

as well as in the adjoining villages. He appreciated the participants and congratulated to all the 

volunteers and cadets who presented and expressed their ideas and thoughts through their posters on 

the theme of Azadi ka Amrut Mahaotsav. Dr Arun Dev Singh interacted with the participants, he 

encouraged and appreciated the volunteers for their efforts which  they presented through their ideas 

and thoughts by presenting posters regarding “Azadi ka Amrut Mahaotsav“.He also threw light on the 

objectives of the program .Dr Vaishno Devi ANO NCC also conveyed  the volunteers and the NCC cadets 

of the college that they must spread  awareness among the youth regarding the importance of azadi and 

freedom heroes . There were 18 different participants who participated in the activity:, Rama Ladhwal 

stood First, Gaurika second, Smriti Third and Diksha & Mahima bagged consolation prize. Prof. Ashwani 

Khajuria,  Prof. Ravinder Kour and Dr. Naresh Sharma acted as Jury member  Prof. Pankaj Nanadan, Dr. 

Babita Jamwal,  Prof. Raj Kumari ,Prof. Pallavi , Prof. Barun , Prof Som Raj , Prof. Vijay ,Prof Naresh   and 

Dr. Surekha .  acted as Judges, Prof. Raj Kumari presented vote of thanks to all participants , guests and 

the volunteers and the cadets  of the collge .  Prof. Pankaj Nandan, Dr. Naresh Sharma ,  Prof. Raj Kumari 

,Prof. Pallavi , Prof. Barun , Prof Som Raj , Prof. Vijay ,Prof Naresh   and Dr. Surekha . 


